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1. Introduction
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [1] is a popular

optimization technique for the solution of object func-
tion and is an algorithm to simulate the movement of
flock of birds and the movement of a school of fish to-
ward foods. In this study, we propose PSO containing
plural swarms with influence (PPSO). The important
feature of PPSO is that each particle of PPSO belongs
to one of plural swarms, which have different charac-
teristics and influence other swarms. We investigate
the behavior of PPSO and confirm its efficiency.

2. PPSO
[PPSO1] (Initialization) Let a generation step t = 0
and tc = 0, i.e., tc is the time step for update the
inertia weight wk of each swarm Sk. Randomly ini-
tialize the particle position Xi and its velocity V i for
all particles i and initialize P i = (pi1, pi2, ..., piD) with
a copy of Xi. Attach each particle i to any swarm Sk

at random.
[PPSO2] Evaluate the current cost f(Xi). Update
the personal best position pbest P i for each particle i
and the global best position gbest P g among the all
particles in all the swarms so far.
[PPSO3] Let P sk represents the swarm best position
with the best cost among the particles belonging to
the swarm Sk so far (called sbest). Update P sk for
each swarm Sk, if needed. [PPSO4] Updated V i and
Xi of each particle i depending on its pbest, its swarm
best sbest and gbest;

vid(t + 1) = wkvid + c1r1 {pid − xid(t)}
+c2r2 {pskd − xid(t)} + c3r3 {pgd − xid(t)} ,

xid(t + 1) = xid(t) + vid(t + 1),
(1)

where r1, r2 and r3 are three random variables dis-
tributed uniformly on [0, 1], and c1, c2 and c3 are pos-
itive acceleration coefficients. wk is an inertia weight
of each swarm Sk. In other words, the particles behave
in a different way according to the inertia weight wk

of each swarm.
[PPSO5] If tc = Tc, perform [PPSO6]. If not, perform
[PPSO7]. Thus, perform [PPSO6] every Tc generation.
Tc is a fixed parameter and is the number of genera-
tions to reconstitute the swarms.
[PPSO6] Update the inertia weight wk of each swarm
Sk as

wk(t + 1) = wk(t) − (wk(t) − wtop) × Q, (2)

wtop is an inertia weight of the swarm containing gbest.
Q is the rate of change of the inertia weight. And also,
reset tc = 0.
[PPSO7] Let t = t + 1 and tc = tc + 1. Go back to
[PPSO2], and repeat until t = T .

3. Numerical Experiments
In order to evaluate the efficiency of PPSO and

investigate the behavior of PPSO, we compare the
four algorithms that PSO, PPSO1, PPSO2 and PPSO.
PSO is the standard PSO and PPSO is the proposed
algorithm. PPSO1 and PPSO2 algorithms are PPSO
algorithm which does not perform [PPSO6]. The iner-
tia weight wk of PPSO1 is all the same as the inertia
weight w of PSO. PPSO2 uses different inertia weight
wk depending on each swarm, however they are con-
stant values unlike PPSO. We carry out the simula-
tion 30 times for two optimization functions with 3000
generations. Figures 1(a) and (b) show the mean gbest
values of every generation over 30 runs for Sphere func-
tion and Rastrigin function with 30-dimension. From
these results, we can confirm that the mean values of
PPSO are the best for two problems. Therefore, we
can confirm that PPSO algorithm is the most effec-
tive.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Mean gbest value of every generation for
30-dimensional two functions. (a) Sphere function.
(b) Rastrigin function.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we have proposed PPSO. We have

investigated its behavior with the simulation and have
confirmed the efficiency.
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